Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

1.

1.

apathetic; languid

2.

calm; lull; tepid

Word
vehement

2.
venerate ®

adj. [characterized by intense feeling or strong passion]
fervent; fervid; impassioned; passionate; fierce; violent
adj. [characterized by great force or energy] violent;
impetuous

v. [to regard with feelings of deep respect] revere; reverence;
adore

pillory; derision; contempt;
disdain; despise; scorn

Analogy:
insolently : veneration :: perfunctorily : inspiration
venerable : reverence :: despicable : scorn
venial

adj. [that may be forgiven, excused or overlooked] excusable;
exculpable; forgivable; pardonable; trivial

unforgivable; serious

Analogy: venial : excuse :: pellucid : understand
vent

1.
2.

ventral

n. [a small hole or opening for the escape of gas or air]
ventilator; vent hole
v. [to give expression or utterance to (strong feelings or
opinions)] ventilate

adj. [of, on, near, or toward the belly (the front of humans and
apes and the lower surface of other animals)] abdominal

dorsal

Related Words:
dorsal : adj. of, on, or near the back
veracious ®

1.
2.

adj. [habitually speaking the truth] honest; frank;
trustworthy; veridical
adj. [accurate] true; valid; genuine

1.

mendacious

2.

fallacious

verbose ®

adj. [using of containing too many words] wordy; prolix; longwinded; tedious; redundant; tautological

compendious; laconic;
sententious; succinct;
terse; concise; precise;
taciturn

verity

n. [the quality of being true or in conformity to fact] truth;
verisimilitude; actuality

falsehood

versatile

1.
2.

adj. [having many skills (of persons)] many-sided;
multifaceted; adaptable; dexterous; varied; adroit;
ingenious; accomplished
adj. [having many uses or functions]

verve

1.
2.

n. [bubbling enthusiasm] spirit; liveliness
n. [characterized by high energy] vigor

vestige

n. [a mark or sign that something has once existed but has since
disappeared] trace; remains

viable ®

1.
2.

adj. [having a reasonable chance of succeeding; practical]
feasible; workable; practicable
adj. [capable of maintaining life] e.g. viable seeds.

1.

lassitude; listlessness

1.
2.

moribund

lethargy; languor;
sluggishness
weakness; effeminacy

Analogy: viable : live :: elastic : expand
vigor

virago

1.

n. [active bodily or mental strength] vitality

1.

2.

n. [energy, force, or intensity] vim; power; virility

2.

1.

n. [a noisy or quarrelsome woman] shrew; termagant;
vixen
n. [a large, strong, and aggressive woman] amazon

2.

Related Words:
crone: n. an ugly evil-looking old woman; hag
virtuoso

n. [a person displaying great technical skill in some fine art, esp.
music] maven; adept; genius; wizard
Analogy: virtuoso : skill :: potentate : power

beginner

